Mechanical and fracture behavior of cement-based materials characterized by combined elastic wave approaches
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Excellent agreement between experimental pulse velocity of concrete and theoretical results based on scattering models.
• Characterization of damage content based on wave propagation parameters.
• Correlation of acoustic emission parameters with strength.
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ABSTRACT

In the present paper cementitious material with simulated damage is examined as to its mechanical and fracture properties. Nondestructive monitoring techniques are applied in an effort to establish or improve correlations with the simulated damage content and the failure load. Specifically, the specimens are ultrasonically interrogated before fracture, while during fracture their behavior is monitored by acoustic emission. Scattering theory seems adequate to explain the experimental ultrasonic behavior showing that modern approaches should incorporate the heterogeneity instead of considering the material macroscopically homogeneous. Apart from the strong correlations between wave velocity and damage content in the form of light inclusions, specific acoustic emission parameters show good correlation not only to simulated damage content but also to the ultimate bending load. Overall, the suitability of ultrasonic parameters to investigate damage and of acoustic emission parameters to correlate with failure load are discussed, while the influence of material's heterogeneity on the distortion of the signals is also discussed.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Reliable nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of material condition is a prerequisite for successful structural health monitoring (SHM). Wave propagation, commonly referred to as ultrasonic testing (UT) offers this nondestructive nature along with certain advantages. One of the strongest advantages is that wave velocity is directly connected to the elastic constants [1]. In most of the cases concrete can be considered macroscopically homogeneous and hence without large error, the elastic and shear moduli can be calculated. Additionally, numerous empirical correlations have already been proposed between elastic wave velocity (mainly longitudinal) and strength, being quite valuable for on-site evaluations [2]. Quite recently the heterogeneity of concrete and other materials have started to be considered in order to explain more accurately phenomena like dispersion and attenuation [3–7]. Aggregates, porosity and especially air bubbles or damage in the form of cracking or light inclusions act as scatterers deflecting the wave beam. This introduces excessive scattering attenuation, and imposes a frequency dependent velocity behavior, as will be discussed.

Another utilization of elastic waves is in the framework of acoustic emission (AE) studies. In this case, no external wave excitation is applied but the elastic waves are emitted by fracture incidents inside the material under loading [8]. These waves carry information on the source of the fracture events and after recording and suitable study, characterization of the damage stage and mode is possible, especially in laboratory conditions [9–12]. However, due to their elastic nature, acoustic emission waves are similarly influenced by the heterogeneity of the medium, as any ultrasonic wave. Therefore, their energy, frequency content and general waveform shape changes as they propagate from the source to the receiver which is usually placed on the material's surface. Analysis of the AE parameters can well be used to characterize
the damage process of brittle materials but simultaneously, care should be taken for the scattering influence on the signals [13,14].

In the present study both elastic wave techniques are applied in the characterization of cementitious mortar. Different volume contents of light nearly-spherical grains are included to simulate micro-cracking that could be the result of thermal damage. The spherical size of the inclusions make them suitable to simulate the randomly oriented micro-cracks as has been shown in cementitious and other material [15–18]. The material is ultrasonically interrogated in order to check the effect of inclusion content on the measured velocity of both longitudinal and surface wave modes. The density of the expanded polystyrene grains used as simulated damage, is an order of magnitude lower than the density of mortar, resulting in a strong acoustic impedance mismatch with the matrix, while the scattering contribution of sand grains is considered weak due to similar stiffness and density to the cement matrix. The results are compared with the prediction of scattering formulation of the problem of cavities inside an elastic matrix showing that the existence of damage is responsible for the observed behavior. Furthermore, and since strength is the most important property of a material from the engineering point of view, the specimens are fractured and their AE behavior is monitored. The effect of simulated damage is very strong on the AE signals as well, since several monotonic and innovative correlations are observed between AE parameters and damage content. Additionally, specific AE parameters exhibit strong correlations to the bending tensile strength since the latter is firmly connected to the fracture events occurring inside the material which give rise to the recorded emissions. Although the empirical relation between ultrasound and (mainly compressive) strength is well known, there is no theoretically justified relation between the elastic constants and strength. Strength depends on fracture mechanisms acting at the tip of cracks even in the micro-level which are not possible to critically affect wave propagation of elastic wave lengths several orders of magnitude longer. On the other hand even the smallest fracturing event emits an amount of energy that can trigger its acquisition by the AE transducers. Therefore, parameters evolving from UT and AE testing are related to both mechanical and fracture properties. After proper combined study, the different techniques may act complimentarily in evaluation of different parameters related to the material’s performance, like heterogeneity content and failure load.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and testing

Seven different mortar mixtures were produced consisting of three specimens each. One was plain mortar (PM, including cement sand and water) and the others additionally included 1.5%, 2.5%, 5.0%, 7.5%, 10.0% and 12.5% (vol.) of light nearly-spherical expanded polystyrene inclusions (see Fig. 1 acting as voids. The average inclusions size was 3.9 mm as measured from a population of 20 particles. Sand grains were of 4.75 mm maximum size, while the water to cement ratio was 0.70 by mass. The density and the water absorption of the sand were 2500 kg/m$^3$ and 2.44% respectively. The exact mix proportions of PM were as follows: cement type (II 42.5 N) 440 kg/m$^3$, water 308 kg/m$^3$, sand 1,364 kg/m$^3$, super-plasticizer 4.5 kg/m$^3$. For mortar with simulated damage the corresponding amount of inclusions was added in the mixer to account for the prescribed volume content, while the other parameters were modified accordingly so that to keep water to cement and sand to cement ratios constant. An idea of the microstructure at the scale of the inclusions, air bubbles and grains is shown in the photograph of Fig. 2 where the cross section of a specimen with 12.5% inclusions is included. No conglomeration of inclusions was noticed in any of the specimens after saw cutting at the end of the experiments.

The specimens were cured in water for 28 days prior to nondestructive and destructive testing. Their size was $40 \times 40 \times 160$ mm and they were eventually subjected to three-point bending according to EN 13892-2:2002 (Fig. 3a). The load was applied at a constant rate of 50 N/s until fracture and the loading was automatically terminated at the moment of load drop. Table 1 includes main physical and mechanical properties of the different materials.
Table 1
Basic physical and mechanical properties of the mixes (average of three specimens).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix name</th>
<th>Inclusions content (vol.%)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Max. bending load (kN)</th>
<th>Longitudinal velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Rayleigh velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>3693</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>3684</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3684</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3582</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>3569</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3545</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>3390</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Calculated from the longitudinal wave velocity and density.

2.2. Nondestructive monitoring

As to AE monitoring, which was conducted during the bending test, two AE sensors (Pico, PAC) were attached to the front side of the specimen as seen in Fig. 3a. They are considered quite broadband with central frequency of 500 kHz. Roller bearing grease was used for acoustic coupling, while the sensors were secured by the use of tape during the experiment. The horizontal distance between the sensors was 40 mm and the first was placed at the horizontal distance of 15 mm from the center where the crack was expected, as seen in Fig. 3a. The sensors were placed from the same side of the specimen, in order to be able in future to correlate the AE values with the traveled distance between the source crack (mid span) and the sensor. The signals were recorded in a two-channel monitoring board PCI-2, PAC with a sampling rate of 5 MHz. The threshold was set to 40 dB in order to avoid ambient noise and the acquired signals were pre-amplified by 40 dB.

Before the fracture test, the specimens were also ultrasonically examined both through the thickness (longitudinal mode) and on the surface (Rayleigh mode). The measurements were conducted by acoustic emission transducers (R15, PAC) which exhibit maximum sensitivity around 150 kHz and have a diameter of 15 mm. For the longitudinal wave examination (see Fig. 3b), the electric pulse fed to the transducer acting as pulser was one cycle of 150 kHz. The received signal was pre-amplified by 40 dB and digitized with a sampling rate of 10 MHz. Noise level was low and therefore, pulse velocity was measured by the first detectable disturbance of the waveform (onset). Due to the finite number of specimens (seven mixes of three specimens each) the onset was manually picked. The first disturbance corresponds to the longitudinal waves which are the fastest type. The length of the specimens (160 mm) over the pure wave transit time (after sensor delay effects are excluded) resulted in the pulse velocity for each measurement.

Concerning the Rayleigh mode, the excitation was introduced by a pencil lead break and the response at two positions on the surface was recorded again by R15 sensors (see Fig. 3c). Although the onset of the Rayleigh wave cannot be determined as it is masked by the faster longitudinal wave, the velocity is measured by a reference peak of Rayleigh in both waveforms which is much stronger than longitudinal [19–21].

3. Theoretical prediction

Due to the strong acoustic impedance mismatch between the stiff cementitious matrix and the light inclusions, and the relation between the applied wave length and inclusion size as will be discussed later, scattering is the first reasonable approach to explain the wave behavior of this material. Specifically the impedance of the mortar matrix is approximately 8 MRayl (with pulse velocity 4000 m/s and density of 2000 kg/m³). For the inclusions, pulse velocity values were not found in literature while their density is less than 100 kg/m³). In order to investigate the influence of the light inclusions on ultrasonic parameters, the simple multiple scattering theory of Waterman and Truell [22] is employed, which is an advancement of the model proposed by Foldy [23]. Application of this theory to concrete is well documented in the literature [3,4,24,25] so only a short introduction will take place herein.

A pulse propagating in a particulate composite or material with cavities undergoes both dispersion and attenuation due to its interaction with the embedded particles. According to the above mentioned model, this wave dispersion and attenuation is represented by a frequency-dependent complex wavenumber, k, which is expressed in terms of the particle concentration, \( \varphi \), and the forward, \( f(0) \), and the backward far-field, \( f(\pi) \) scattering amplitudes:

\[
\left( \frac{k}{k_c} \right)^2 = 1 + \frac{3\varphi}{k_c R^2} f(0) + \frac{9\varphi^2}{4k_c R^2} [f^2(0) - f^2(\pi)] \tag{1}
\]

where in the above equation, \( R \) is the size of the scatterer and \( k_c \) is the wave number of the matrix.

The scattering amplitudes \( f(0) \) and \( f(\pi) \) are taken from the solution of the single particle wave scattering problem where a plane wave of given frequency impinging upon a particle/cavity suspended in the matrix. The single scattering parameters required are evaluated by means of the corresponding analytical expressions provided by Ying and Truell [26]. Using this formulation, the problem of a longitudinal plane wave impinging on a spherical obstacle is dealt with, taking into account the continuity of displacements and stresses on the scatterer–matrix interface. A schematic representation of the two addressed problems is depicted in Fig. 4a for single and Fig. 4b for multiple scattering. The velocity of the scattered wave is of interest, while the incident wave is a monochromatic wave with user-selected frequency. Practically the procedure is repeated for as many frequencies the user selects. In this case results up to 400 kHz were obtained. For each different radial frequency \( \omega \), the complex wave number, \( k \), is calculated through (1) and the phase velocity is derived from the real part of the wave number, \( k \):

\[
K = \frac{\omega}{c} + i\sigma \tag{2}
\]

while the attenuation coefficient \( \sigma \) is the imaginary part.

For the specific calculations the elastic modulus used for the cement matrix is 24.4 GPa as measured by ultrasonic test in plain
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material, while the measured density of the same reference material is 1969 kg/m³. The size of the scatterers used for the theoretical calculations was 3.9 mm, as mentioned earlier. Concerning their mechanical properties, the light particles were considered as cavities (bulk, shear moduli and density near zero).

Fig. 5 shows the phase velocity vs. frequency curves for different percentages of inclusions. As expected in scattering media, the dispersion curve is not a horizontal line; specifically it exhibits a minimum below 200 kHz. This minimum is more intense as the inclusion content increases. This is typical behavior of porous media [27] and the frequency of the minimum is defined by the typical size of the voids. In this case the local minimum of velocity is exhibited at the frequency of 160 kHz, where the wavelength \((\lambda)\) is approximately 23 mm and the product of wavenumber \((k=2\pi/\lambda)\) times the inclusion size \((R)\) is approximately equal to one:

\[
K + R = \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}\right) + R = 1.06
\]

In this regime \((k + R \approx 1)\) the scattering interactions are strong [28]. This is another reason that the scattering model is used, as opposed for example for \(k + R\) tending to zero, where the wavelength is orders of magnitude longer than the characteristic size of heterogeneity and homogeneous approaches are able to provide reasonable results. These results are compared to the experimental ones in the next section. It is mentioned that in similar media, approaches focusing on the incoherent part of the wave have also shown the potential to characterize distributed damage in the form of air voids or microcracking taking into account diffuse ultrasound and late wave arrivals [29,30].

4. Experimental results

4.1. Ultrasonomics

Fig. 6a shows the experimental longitudinal wave velocity vs. the inclusion content. For plain material, the velocity is close to 3700 m/s a value quite usual for sound cementitious materials. For damage content up to 2.5% the velocity seems little influenced, while for higher content the velocity clearly decreases down to 3390 m/s. The red solid squares stand for the average of three specimens, while the dot lines represent the standard deviation. The velocity decrease incurred by damage is of the order of 10%. On the same graph, the theoretical values of longitudinal phase velocity are plotted, as taken for the frequency of 130 kHz from Fig. 5 (see arrow on horizontal axis of Fig. 5). This frequency is selected as the closest to the peak frequency of the received experimental signals (120–140 kHz). The agreement between the theoretical phase velocity and the experimental pulse velocity is good showing that the wave behavior of damaged concrete can be well simulated by scattering on material with cavities and the scattering contribution of sand is relatively negligible. This agreement shows that scattering should be used to explain the wave behavior of damaged cement-based materials in more detail than homogeneous approaches. As an example from Table 1, if the macroscopically homogeneous approach is followed for material G, the effective elastic modulus would be calculated at 18.9 GPa (given its wave velocity of 3390 m/s and its density of 1880 kg/m³). However, in reality this velocity measured at 130 kHz is the result of the existence of 12.5% of cavities of size 3.9 mm inside a cement matrix of 24.4 GPa, as shown by scattering theory.

In a theoretical basis (i.e. the scattering model in this case) when all but one parameters are fixed (size of scatterers, elastic properties, applied frequency, etc.) and only the value of volume content varies, there is one wave velocity value that corresponds to one specific volume content of scatterers \((R^2 = 1)\) in Fig. 6a. Therefore, a simple inversion would lead to deterministic results; i.e. by knowing the wave velocity, the volume content would be calculated. When experiment is concerned, due to several “random” parameters this inversion cannot not provide similarly accurate results, so some differences in the theoretical and experimental curves of Fig. 6 arise (experimental \(R^2 \approx 1\)). Still in laboratory conditions most of the parameters can be controlled. So in the present case, since the volume fraction of scatterers is of interest, other mix design parameters like cement type, water
to cement ratio, aggregate to cement ratio, aggregate size distribution are kept constant. Therefore, a quite satisfactory inversion can be conducted despite the possible random experimental parameters that concern mixing, small differences in air content, etc. Under controlled conditions these inversions are possible. For example in the specific case, velocity values less than 3500 m/s indicate scatterer volume content of more than 10%. On the other hand velocities higher than 3650 m/s correspond to scatterer content lower than 5%. This characterization is certainly rough compared to the theoretical one-to-one inversion, but in an actual situation it would be very helpful and would contribute to the identification of the most vulnerable parts of a member given that other material parameters are similar (which is normal for a concrete belonging to the same batch).

The experimental surface (Rayleigh) wave velocity is depicted in Fig. 6b. Similarly to longitudinal, it exhibits a certain decrease with damage increase. The R-wave velocity exhibits a drop of more than 11% for inclusion-rich material showing that the influence of damage is at least equal in the Rayleigh mode, while the experimental scatter is also enhanced. Each dot is the average of 12 measurements on each type of material.

Scattering is a suitable way to explain the correlations between wave parameters and inclusion content since the wave physically propagates through the material and each inclusion/cavity leaves its fingerprint on the wave front. On the other hand, correlations with strength cannot be taken for granted, as the fracture of a material is a much more stochastic process. This is shown in Fig. 7 where the correlation of wave velocities vs. average load sustained on the bending test is depicted (“a” for longitudinal and “b” for Rayleigh). While most of the classes follow a reasonable trend, two of them (containing 5% and 10% of inclusions) exhibited a higher failure load than material with fewer inclusions and in overall they result in a non monotonic curve. Only the 12.5% material exhibits constantly lower strength and wave velocities of both modes.

An idea of the experimental scatter of the strength data is given in Fig. 8 which depicts the load of all 21 specimens (three for each class). The range of values for each class is typically around 0.3 MPa and the maximum range is 0.38 MPa for the 7.5% inclusion content. While a general decreasing trend is seen as the inclusion content increases, the trend cannot be regarded as monotonic since the 10% class exhibits the highest load bearing capacity in average. This is not unfamiliar to cementitious materials and mixtures, due to the inherent large variation of properties and mixing conditions. Although conglomeration of inclusions was not the case, it may have resulted by local variations on the amount of light inclusions. In the three point bending configuration, the maximum bending moment is exhibited in the mid-span. Therefore, the maximum load registered is a combination of the applied load, and the amount of reduction of the effective central vertical cross section due to the inclusions. Though the bending moment is sure to obtain its maximum value in the mid span due to geometry, the uniform reduction of the load bearing cross sections cannot be guaranteed, leading to some variability on the resulted maximum load. The fact that the 10% mortar surprisingly exhibited the highest load could have led to the decision to repeat the mix for this inclusion percentage. This would be the case if the only aim of the work was the correlation between ultrasonic velocity and inclusion content. However, one of our aims was to examine the possible correlation between AE parameters to failure load. Therefore, from this point of view there are seven classes of materials with different values of failure load and different AE parameters that exhibit the correlations which will be described later. Due to the physical existence of the inclusions that act as cavities, the wave velocity is influenced showing the corresponding decreasing trend of Fig. 6. However, due to the more complicated behavior at fracture, the existence of the total amount of light inclusions cannot guarantee the expected strength relatively to the more or less densely inclusion-populated specimens.

4.2. Acoustic emission results

At the moment of main fracture the tensile stresses at the bottom exceed the strength of the matrix material. The emitted signals from the fracture are recorded and their parameters analyzed. As aforementioned, frequency and waveform parameters are used for characterization of the severity of the process.
Specifically the following parameters are discussed herein: central frequency, defined as the centroid of the spectrum after fast Fourier transform (FFT) of each recorded waveform, measured in kHz and RA value which is inverse of the “rising angle” of the waveform and is defined as the ratio of rise time over the amplitude (μs/V) [9,10,12]. Additionally, the number of threshold crossings (counts) are of interest, while energy related parameters are also included since they have proven useful in monitoring of real structures [31]. In the present case RMS (root-mean-square – square root of the average of the squares of all points of a waveform) and ASL (the average signal level defined as the average amplitude of samples of the rectified signal [32]) are applied. Fig. 9a shows the maximum central frequency exhibited during the fracture of the specimens vs. the inclusion content. This feature monotonically decreases as inclusions increase and is characteristic of their scattering action. Actually the material of the specimens which is fractured under the bending load is the same mortar matrix regardless of the inclusion content. Therefore, a typical AE event should not systematically differ from specimen to specimen. Though the emissions from the fracture of the matrix are reasonable to be similar, the scattering action of the inclusions will certainly influence their propagation. Results of Fig. 9a show that the frequency received after a matrix crack may well differ by more than 100 kHz (20%) depending on the inclusion content of the material.

Additionally, the maximum RA recorded is seen in Fig. 9b. In general, RA value exhibits maxima at the moment of main crack formation [9,10] and it is related to the severity of the incident. In this case although, as mentioned earlier, the fracture events are not expected to differ in their source, the received signals exhibit a decreasing trend of RA as damage increases. This is again a result of the scattering action of the inclusions, which influences the amplitude of the signals, their duration and rise time and most of the waveform parameters possibly posing serious problems in AE classification as will be discussed.

As also examined for the ultrasonic parameters, correlations between AE parameters and failure load were sought. Since the failure load does not necessarily follow the increase of inclusion content, AE parameters well correlated to inclusions are not expected to correlate in the same way to the failure load. However, correlations exist, though not for the same AE indices which were found well correlated to simulated damage. These parameters are relative to the emitted energy, namely ASL and RMS, see Fig. 10a and b respectively. The straight curve fitting is just indicative of the clear increasing trend, showing that as the maximum load of the specimens increases, so do these AE energy indicators recorded by the sensors. This is reasonably connected to the released energy at fracture which depends on the load level. It is indicative that the RMS of the AE signals increases by a factor of two for material with the highest failure load (3.01 kN) compared to the lowest (2.22 kN). The same parameters are not similarly well correlated to the percentage of inclusions, showing that some parameters are suitable for correlation with existing damage or heterogeneity while others are more indicative of strength properties.

5. Discussion

In general, ultrasonic velocities are more successfully linked to inclusion content while AE energy parameters are linked to the failure load. However, due to their elastic nature, AE signals exhibit strong dependence on the inclusion content as well, mainly seen through RA value and central frequency. From the reported correlations of this study it seems that the strongest one is between the wave velocity and inclusion content, since the trend is monotonic.
with a correlation coefficient \( R^2 \) higher than 0.9. Concerning failure load though, AE energy-related parameters seem to yield also strong correlations \( (R^2 \text{ just below } 0.9). \) However, it would be premature to classify the different descriptors according to their characterization strength from this series of laboratory measurements. This mainly goes for the AE parameters, which are more sensitive than pulse velocity to the experimental conditions (sensor types, coupling, distance between crack and sensor). The importance is that AE parameters can be used in conjunction with slightly destructive tests, like the pull-out or drilling in order to supply extra correlations with the load bearing capacity of a material in a structure. So far several models have been proposed for compressive strength estimation based on ultrasonic pulse velocity and rebound hammer. Most of these provide relatively good results but they leave a substantial zone of uncertainty related to the specific material. Possible addition of another parameter (of the AE family this time) in a multiple parameter model will hopefully increase the accuracy provided by pulse velocity and is an area that needs serious future effort.

Although it can be argued that ultrasonic properties are physically related to elastic modulus, there is no certain relation between elasticity and strength (tensile, bending or compressive) so as to expect a robust correlation between UT results and failure load. In several cases, as already mentioned in the introduction, correlations may have emerged but these are empirical, while there is no proved physical connection between elasticity and the failure load of the specimen. Elastic modulus is the incremental resistance of a material to strain in the elastic region, while strength is defined by fracture criteria and the role of the material’s microstructure (certainly smaller than the ultrasonic wavelength of some cm) is imperative. Therefore, it is reasonable that correlations to any type of strength should be sought for in the family of AE parameters, while the existence of correlation in the form of cracks, voids, or inclusions which certainly influences the overall elastic properties should be better described by ultrasound propagation. In the specific case, the AE parameters are related to the bending strength of the material.

It is significant to highlight that up to a large extent the AE parameters depend on the texture of the material and not solely on the source. Despite the fact that AE sources are the same in all specimens since fracture starts from tensile cracks on the mortar matrix, several strong monotonic trends are noticed between AE parameters and damage content. This is particularly important since AE parameters are used for crack classification concerning the dominant fracture mode (tensile, mixed-mode or shear \([9,12,33]\)). In any specific crack classification scheme the values of AE parameters including frequency indicators and RA are used to correlate to the damage content in the form of light spherical-like inclusions. Experiments are supported well by scattering theory, the results of which are in very good agreement for the experimental frequencies. Additionally, the load bearing capacity of the specimens is tested. Though ultrasonic parameters do not exhibit similarly strong correlations with the ultimate load, specific parameters of AE seem to correlate better. This is reasonable since the ultimate load depends on the fracture incidents which are monitored through the emitted acoustic waves. Energy related parameters of AE reveal quite strong correlations directly to bending strength implying that apart from ultrasonic velocity which has been used for empirical correlations with strength, AE should be studied complimentarily in order to improve the rough estimations of strength offered by ultrasonic velocity.
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